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After being featured in the Richard Curtis film About
Time, Dans Le Noir? has become well-known to
foodies everwhere. Business reporter Isobel Frodsham
paid the restaurant a visit

Guess what I
had to eat the
other night.
No, really,
guess. I had to

I
magine, you are holding on to the
shoulder of your colleague or friend
and are led into a dark room. When
you walk in, the room is filled with
loud, joyous voices, and doesn’t

quieten down. You take your seats, expect-
ing your eyes to adjust, but they don’t. It’s
official: you can’t see anything.

A cheery voice cuts your trail of thought:
“Who had the glass of pinot grigio and the
white menu?”

Ok, so this might be unorthodox, but
eating in the pitch-black is a trend that has
taken off across the globe over the past 15
ye a rs .

I recently visited the London branch of
Dans Le Noir?, the world’s only eat-in-
the-dark franchise, intrigued by the claims
of experiencing something “uniquely so-
cial and sensory”.

The concept specialises in the customer
eating their food in the dark, while being
served and guided by partially or com-
pletely blind waiters and waitresses.

The aim of the restaurant is to not only
take away the blind stigma by making it the
norm, but to also heighten the other
senses, therefore making the taste of the
food more prominent.

On arrival, I was greeted and given an it-
inerary for the evening, including storing
everything I owned into a locker. This was
to avoid any mobile phones or glow in the
dark items ruining the experience.

I was subsequently recommended to
visit the bar upstairs until my table was
re a dy.

While I sat in the dimly-lit bar on a low
stool, I browsed the white, red and rose
wines, and mulled over the opportunity to
have a surprise glass or selection of wine
chosen for me.

A friendly waitress then came over and
gave me a thin menu, which offered a selec-
tion of colours rather than dishes.

The colours were the only indication of
what I was going to eat that evening, before
the eventual debrief at the end.

There were red (meat), blue (fish), green
(vegetarian) and white (the chef’s sur-
prise) menus to choose from, as well as a
two or three course option.

I settled for the two course white menu,
due to the endless possibilities of what I
could end up eating.

During the selection process, this was
the time when I informed the restaurant of
any allergies I had.

However, dislikes were not taken on
board, seeing as Dans Le Noir? is not for
the faint hearted.

After being led into the dining room, I
felt around my table to get my bearings. I
discovered that the tables were set up with
four places each, and was later informed
that this was deliberate attempt by the
owners to create a community feel within
the restaurant.

During the first course, in between deli-

cious bites, I desperately tried to guess
what I had received. Afterwards, I placed
my bets on a delicately cooked chicken,
perhaps in a bain-marie for many hours,

drizzled with truffle oil and served with
lambs lettuce and/or pea shoots.

When the main course arrived, I pro-
ceeded to hold my cutlery incorrectly and

feed myself thin air for the first few
m i nu t e s .

After several failed attempts and terrible
manners, I was greeted with a deliciously
soft meat that was delicate in flavour and
perfectly balanced. Despite the fact that I
c o u l d n’t place it, the gamey taste reminded
me of venison, served with a side of spin-
ach and potato.

Following the unidentified meat, I con-
fidently decided that food number two was
a medium-rare steak served with mush-
ro o m s .

After the meal, I spoke to one of the in-
famous waiters of the London branch,
Ro b e rt o.

“We are trained for four days, and after
that, we learn where all the tables are set
out and how to navigate around them.
“Cleaning them is fine, we just use our
touch senses to remove the dirty dishes and
clean the tables.”

Immediately after returning to the en-
trance, where my sight and belongings
were, I paid and was debriefed .

Surprisingly, my bets of chicken, venison
and beef were quashed by the discovery
that I had actually consumed crab, spring-
bok and crocodile.

Overall, the whole experience is a
bizarre yet delightful one, and seems to ap-
peal to all. Foodies will delight in their in-
ability to guess what they are eating, while
fussy people will be encouraged to be
pushed out of their comfort zone.

The experience is, ultimately, a bit of fun
with a moral interwoven. So, should you
Dans Le Noir? Well, I say oui, c’est bon.
■ Prices start at £44 for two courses, ex-
cluding drinks. To book, log on to:
w w w. d a n s l e n o i r. c o m / b o o k

High-end
dining with
d i ffe re n c e

Other alternative dining experiences...

Ithaa Undersea Restaurant, Maldives
A heaven for both foodies and marine
enthusiasts, guests can eat high-end
contemporary European food at Ithaa
while watching all inhabitants of the sea
swim around above the glass ceiling.
Dinner in the Sky, Melbourne
Not for those who fear heights, Dinner
in the Sky is hosted at tables 50 metres in
the sky, held by a crane.
Icebar, London
Drink and mingle for 40 minutes as you
are surrounded with ice that has been
cut from the frozen Torne River in
northern Sweden.

Guests are given a thermal cape and
gloves to keep them warm as they take in
the icy atmosphere.
The nyotaimori experience at
Spearment Rhino, London and other
international locations
Nyotaimori, translated as “female body

ar rangement”, is a Japanese cuisine
experience which involves eating hand-
made sushi off the naked bodies of
wo m e n .
Inamo, London
Inamo allows diners to order their food
and bill straight from their touch-screen
computerised table to the kitchen and
b a r.

While they wait for their pan-Asian
meal to arrive, they can play games,
personalise their table design and find
out about the local area at just the touch
of a button.
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